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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 3974 13.3 5.7 30 44.2 100
2 3446 31.6 11.8 60 52.7 86.7
3 161 25.3 12.6 60 42.2 4
4 359 26.3 12.8 60 43.8 9
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Sticky Note

Refers to cost implications of research and an example that refers to the item is used, but it is not developed with reference to other studies



Sticky Note

Confidentiality is an ethical issue. However, this point is explained in a way that is implicitly practical in the sense that a sample may not be collected easily. Limited credit has been given







Sticky Note

Time is referred to but the point is not developed fully with reference to an example or a time consuming form of study.



Sticky Note

This point is more implicit, but the analysis of results can present practical issues for researchers because of the form that the data may take.



Sticky Note

This is not a clear statement; it does appear to refer to the item but without understanding. Many responses were full of writing of this type.



Sticky Note

Anonymity is an ethical issue, but the issue of non-response is a fair point so the point has been made in a way that shows some relevance to the question.



Sticky Note

This is rephrased from the item but the item has already been credited in this answer.



Sticky Note

There is a lot of language relating to research methods used, but this element of the response is basic because there is no evidence that it is understood or has been applied to a study.







Sticky Note

AO1 - 6; AO2 - 6; Total 12 marks











Sticky Note

Two completely different points are raised in one sentence. Each would have been worthy of a short paragraph.







Sticky Note

There is understanding of the item here but it lacks development.



Sticky Note

A specific example is offered here but the point is more methodological than practical. It has been credited however.



Sticky Note

Again, the point is more methodological than specifically practical; the detail is not entirely accurate so this point is basic at best.



Sticky Note

These are two separate points here, and each is worthy of a paragraph in response to the question. There is also mis-spelling of technical language.



Sticky Note

This is an entirely valid point, but it lacked development.



Sticky Note

Again, a fair point that is not well developed. The sentence ends with a non sequitur. The operationalization of the study is not explained and it is not clear what point is being made. Many middle range candidates 







Sticky Note

No understanding is displayed in these last two paragraphs and they add nothing to the overall mark for this response.



Sticky Note

AO1 - 5; AO2 -4; Total 9 marks. 











Sticky Note

This could have been expressed more clearly. There is implicit understanding that all research will raise some practical issues for the research team.



Sticky Note

Already the focus has moved away from practical issues. This was a common tendency for candidates. Basic credit can be given for ethical issues and knowledge, but no more than that. 



Sticky Note

Danger was accepted as a practical issue, but i this case, it is not developed fully and although there are examples in the literature, they are not applied here.



Sticky Note

There is implicit relevance to the item here  and this has been credited, however, it is a good point that could have been developed. 



Sticky Note

Technical language is used here with no element of understanding or relevance. This is basic.



Sticky Note

It is not clear what this candidate means by operationalising and whether the terms are understood. This is better than anecdotal in terms of knowledge of language but the terms do not appear to be understood.







Sticky Note

This is a fair point and explained well but without reference to a piece of existing research.



Sticky Note

AO1 - 6; AO2 - 4; Total 10 marks











Sticky Note

Many candidates responded in this way - by applying prepared responses to the question. In this case, little credit can be offered as the term reliability is used incorrectly



Sticky Note

Where reliability and validity are used interchangeably in this way, markers cannot see that that they have been understood.  Basic credit may be given for knowing the words, but this is not much of a contribution towards the overall grade judgement.



Sticky Note

Danger is accepted but the development is very vague. A far more focused response is necessary to take this from the lowest mark bands.



Sticky Note

The problem of distribution is accepted but it has not been developed fully and lacks detail.



Sticky Note

Some confusions are apparent here.



Sticky Note

This point could have been developed with reference to the Census, where there is a legal obligation to return the response forms. On a separate note, many candidates confused Census with consensus.







Sticky Note

Long sentences, such as this one is, are very difficult to read. There are some relevant issues raised, but equally there is incorrect detail too. The issue of validity is more methodological than practical.



Sticky Note

This lacks clarity of expression and cannot be credited, even for implicit understanding.



Sticky Note

This is a good point, but a specific example would have helped a lot. It might also have been linked to the idea of secondary research through existing data such as official statistics. 



Sticky Note

The item is slightly misinterpreted and this part of the response is anecdotal.



Sticky Note

AO1 - 3; AO2 - 2; Total 5 marks.











Sticky Note

There are lots of terms and ideas but they are very disorganised and it is not clear that any are understood well.



Sticky Note

Many candidates confused consensus with Census and it is possible that has happened here. Nevertheless, the example cannot be credited as there is no additional detail or application to the question.







Sticky Note

When candidates were over-dependent on a formula for this question it often led to misunderstanding and irrelevance. 



Sticky Note

Little of the above can be deemed relevant despite the use of technical language and terminology.



Sticky Note

Anecdotal and lacking understanding



Sticky Note

Some credit can be given for the clear explanation of generalisability but even this point is not developed.



Sticky Note

Misunderstands quantitative data 



Sticky Note

AO1 - 2; AO2 - 1; Total 3 marks.
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Education 
 


Q.2 (a) Outline and explain what is meant by anti-school subcultures. [20] 
 
  The focus of the answer should be on describing and explaining the 


characteristics or the development of anti-school subculture.  Answers should 
be fully rewarded for accuracy and succinct coverage of any relevant points.  
Credit should be given to an understanding of social control and social 
processes within schools that may lead to the development of anti-school 
subcultures. 


 
  Candidates will be credited with: 


 A clear attempt to define the term anti-school subculture 


 Reference to labelling theory and/or Marxism 


 Reference to notions of resistance 


 Oppositional to pro-school cultures 


 Issues of status within peer groups and self-esteem 


 Archer and Yamashah (2003) boys valued 'bad boy' image and felt 
education was 'soft' 


 Self-fulfilling prophecy 


 Tony Sewell and ethnicity 


 Recent study such as Jackson and the development of anti-school 
attitudes such as lad and ladette culture 


 Recent political, social or public debate with regard to attitudes to 
education 


 Reference to relevant studies or sociological writing 


 Applied use of examples 


 All relevant examples and explanations will be credited 
 
  Responses other than those listed above may be valid and credit worthy if 


sociological evidence analysis is present. 
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AO1 (12) AO2 (8) 


10 - 12 
Candidates will be able to make accurate, 
appropriate and detailed reference to a range of 
writers, research and theory. 
There will be a very good level of knowledge and 
understanding and this will be detailed and wide 
ranging. 
Candidates will be able to refer to more than one 
area of sociology where appropriate. 
Answers will be expressed in appropriate 
sociological language. 
Candidates will be able to make accurate and 
appropriate use of the sociological terminology 
indicated in the specifications, showing 
knowledge and understanding of its meaning. 
The quality of written communication is very 
good, with few, if any, errors of spelling, 
punctuation or grammar. 


7 - 8 
Candidates will relate their knowledge directly to 
the question under consideration and this link 
will be detailed and explicit. 
References to writers, research and/or theory 
will be explained in detail and contextualised. 
Answers will be formally constructed with a clear 
and logical argument. 
Evaluation and/or analysis will be detailed and 
explicit throughout the answers. 
The candidate may challenge the terms of the 
question. 
 


6 - 9 
Candidates will be able to make some accurate, 
appropriate reference to writers, research or 
theory. 
There will be some knowledge and 
understanding and this will be detailed or wide 
ranging. 
Candidates may be able to refer to more than 
one area of sociology where appropriate. 
Answers will make some use of appropriate 
sociological language. 
Candidates may be able to make some use of 
the sociological terminology indicated in the 
specifications, showing some knowledge and 
understanding of its meaning. 
The quality of written communication is, for the 
most part good though there may be some 
errors of spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


5 - 6 
Candidates will relate their knowledge to the 
question under consideration but the link is likely 
to be more implicit than in band 4. 
References to writers, research or theory will 
have some explanation. 
Answers will have some clarity and logical 
argument. 
Evaluation or analysis is likely to be implicit and 
is unlikely to be present throughout the answer. 


4 - 5 
Candidates will be able to make limited 
reference to writers, research or theory. 
There will be basic knowledge and 
understanding but this will lack detail and will not 
be wide ranging. 
Candidates will make limited references to other 
areas of sociology. 
There will be limited and at times inaccurate use 
of the sociological terminology indicated in the 
specifications. 
The quality of written communication will be 
limited with frequent errors of punctuation, 
spelling and grammar. 


3 - 4 
Candidates will make limited links between their 
knowledge and the question. 
There will be limited explanation of any writers, 
research or theory referred to. 
Answers will have limited clarity or logical 
argument. 
Any evaluation or analysis will be implicit and 
very limited. 
 
 


1 - 3 
Candidates may rely on anecdotal references 
with few if any references to writers, research or 
theory. 
There will be limited knowledge or 
understanding. 
There will be limited use of sociological 
language. 
The quality of written communication will be poor 
with numerous errors of spelling, punctuation 
and grammar. 


1 - 2 
Candidates will make no links between their 
knowledge and the question. 
There will be no explanation of any writers, 
research or theory. 
There will be no evaluation. 
 


0 
No relevant knowledge or understanding 
displayed. 


0 
No relevant analysis. 
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(b) Discuss the view that social class is the most important factor affecting 
the educational attainment of children. [40] 


 
 
 The focus of the answer should be on patterns of social inequality relating to 


class though other variables such as gender and ethnicity may be discussed.  
Candidates may explain why class is a cause of under-attainment or they 
may compare various factors that affect educational attainment.  Answers 
should be fully rewarded for accuracy and succinct coverage of any relevant 
points. 


 
 Candidates may refer to some but not necessarily all of the following: 


 Attainment patterns for genders, class and ethnicity.  There may be 
understanding of how these patterns have changed and of continuing 
inequality. 


 Theoretical positions explaining differences in attainment 


 Critical awareness of other explanations of differential achievements such 
as Marxism. 


 Awareness of other influences on attainment (e.g. class, ethnicity etc.) 


 Reference to recent political, social or public debate with reference to 
educational inequality perhaps the development of free schools or 
reference to elite groups in government 


 Reference to relevant studies or sociological writing 


 Applied use of examples 


 All relevant examples and explanations will be credited 
 
  Responses other than those listed above may be valid and credit worthy if 


sociological evidence analysis is present. 
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AO1 (20) AO2 (20) 


17 - 20 
 
Candidates will be able to make accurate, 
appropriate and detailed reference to a range of 
writers, research and theory. 
There will be a very good level of knowledge and 
understanding and this will be detailed and wide 
ranging. 
Candidates will be able to refer to more than one 
area of sociology where appropriate. 
Answers will be expressed in appropriate 
sociological language. 
Candidates will be able to make accurate and 
appropriate use of the sociological terminology 
indicated in the specifications, showing knowledge 
and understanding of its meaning. 
The quality of written communication is very good, 
with few, if any, errors of spelling, punctuation or 
grammar. 


17 - 20 
 
Candidates will relate their knowledge directly to 
the question under consideration and this link will 
be detailed and explicit. 
References to writers, research and/or theory will 
be explained in detail and contextualised. 
Answers will be formally constructed with a clear 
and logical argument. 
Evaluation and/or analysis will be detailed and 
explicit throughout the answers. 
The candidate may challenge the terms of the 
question. 
 


11 - 16 
 
Candidates will be able to make some accurate, 
appropriate reference to writers, research or 
theory. 
There will be some knowledge and understanding 
and this will be detailed or wide ranging. 
Candidates may be able to refer to more than one 
area of sociology where appropriate. 
Answers will make some use of appropriate 
sociological language. 
Candidates may be able to make some use of the 
sociological terminology indicated in the 
specifications, showing some knowledge and 
understanding of its meaning. 
The quality of written communication is, for the 
most part good though there may be some errors 
of spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


11 - 16 
 
Candidates will relate their knowledge to the 
question under consideration but the link is likely 
to be more implicit than in band 4. 
References to writers, research or theory will have 
some explanation. 
Answers will have some clarity and logical 
argument. 
Evaluation or analysis is likely to be implicit and is 
unlikely to be present throughout the answer. 
  


6 - 10 
Candidates will be able to make limited reference 
to writers, research or theory. 
There will be basic knowledge and understanding 
but this will lack detail and will not be wide 
ranging. 
Candidates will make limited references to other 
areas of sociology. 
There will be limited and at times inaccurate use 
of the sociological terminology indicated in the 
specifications. 
The quality of written communication will be 
limited with frequent errors of punctuation, spelling 
and grammar. 


6 - 10 
Candidates will make limited links between their 
knowledge and the question. 
There will be limited explanation of any writers, 
research or theory referred to. 
Answers will have limited clarity or logical 
argument. 
Any evaluation or analysis will be implicit and very 
limited. 
 
 


1 - 5 
Candidates may rely on anecdotal references with 
few if any references to writers, research or 
theory. 
There will be limited knowledge or understanding. 
There will be limited use of sociological language. 
The quality of written communication will be poor 
with numerous errors of spelling, punctuation and 
grammar.  


1 - 5 
Candidates will make no links between their 
knowledge and the question. 
There will be no explanation of any writers, 
research or theory. 
There will be no evaluation. 
 


0 
No relevant knowledge or understanding 
displayed. 


0 
No relevant analysis. 
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Sticky Note

AO1 - 9AO2 - 6Total 15/20



Sticky Note

A nice clear definition of spirituality noting its individual nature as opposed to a group behaviour



Sticky Note

There is reference to a theorist, factual references and further development of the concept. It is clearly explained.



Sticky Note

Examples of spiritual beliefs and practices are offered



Sticky Note

Technical language is used appropriately to show that it is understood.



Sticky Note

Characteristics of people who subscribe to spiritual practices are described accurately



Sticky Note

There is more accurate description of spiritual belief



Sticky Note

Focus has now been lost. Scientology can be seen as a religious movement and so something more specific was needed to link this to the question.







Sticky Note

This is true, but examples have already been credited so it adds very little new to the answer and the structure of the essay gets a bit lost.



Sticky Note

This is true but it belonged with the concept of spiritual shopping and needs to be linked more explicitly to the question



Sticky Note

This is more of a philosophical or religious point than a sociological one. It is clearly possible to have beliefs that are not religious; lots of people have political beliefs for example so it doesn't add much to the response and cannot be credited.











Sticky Note

AO1 - 6AO2 - 4Total - 10/20



Sticky Note

This is not a very clear definition of spirituality but it is in the right direction so gets some credit. Vegetarianism fits the definition but is not necessarily spiritual.



Sticky Note

It's not good practice to describe thinkers as having 'come up' with ideas. Generally ideas develop over a period of time after reading and research.



Sticky Note

This is useful writing but it is not linked directly to the concept of spirituality so it is more implicit than explicit.



Sticky Note

This is implicitly linked to the question and needs a more obvious link to spirituality to move from the basic mark band.



Sticky Note

Again, this is implicit but can be credited because people subscribe to spiritual belief rather than join. The focus is not clearly on the question however.







Sticky Note

This is true of spiritual belief and as there are examples, then it can be credited as slightly more than basic knowledge and understanding



Sticky Note

This is more relevant to the question. A writer is named, some characteristics of spirituality are offered and a technical term used with meaning.



Sticky Note

This point is accepted as being valid. it is not clearly linked to the question however.



Sticky Note

Focus has been lost again, though credit has been given for implicit knowledge.



Sticky Note

Again, this is more implicit than explicit but it can be credited as slightly more than basic because there is so accurate factual detail.



Sticky Note

This is a fair point about spirituality; it is arguable that Christianity has died out, but the use of technical language means that it can be accepted as a valid conclusion.











Sticky Note

AO1 - 1AO2 - 0Total - 1/20



Sticky Note

It is tempting to define terms using the actual words. This answer defines spirituality in terms of being spiritual. It can't be credited because it does not show understanding.



Sticky Note

This is not particularly accurate. Prayer is not a sociological measure of spirituality.



Sticky Note

The link between spirituality and belief has been credited as limited knowledge.



Sticky Note

The link between belief and practice is also implicit understanding, so can be credited as limited.



Sticky Note

This does not support the answer and doesn't tell the markers much about the candidate's understanding of the concept.












3 













































Example 1







Sticky Note

This is a clear definition of sampling. There is use of the technical language of sampling used in a way that shows understanding



Sticky Note

Understands that each method of sampling has strengths and weaknesses



Sticky Note

Uses the item well.



Sticky Note

Understands and explains representativeness



Sticky Note

Mentions a non-representative sample form



Sticky Note

Mentions a weakness of the example non-representative sample form. Explains sample bias.



Sticky Note

AO1 - 6; AO2 - 4; Total 10 marks







Example 2







Sticky Note

Understands why sampling is necessary



Sticky Note

Names some sample types



Sticky Note

Understands meaning of random sampling. Many did not understand this point, or did not explain it well



Sticky Note

A second sampling type is mentioned and explained.



Sticky Note

Uses the example in the item but this is implicit and not explicit.



Sticky Note

AO1 - 4; AO2 - 3; Total - 7 marks







Example 3







Sticky Note

Uses terms reliability and validity but without a sense of the meaning. Markers were instructed to look for representative and generalisable as these terms are more appropriate for an understanding of sampling.



Sticky Note

Terminology is used but the expression is not clear so understanding is considered implicit in this section.



Sticky Note

Again technical language is used but without understanding



Sticky Note

Clear explanation of random sampling, and the key terms of generalisability and representativeness are used. Unfortunately both terms are mis-spelled and it is not entirely clear that they are understood. 



Sticky Note

AO1 - 3; AO2 - 1; Total - 4 marks
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Q.1 (a) Using material from the item and elsewhere, explain the meaning of the 
term sampling. [10] 


 
  Answers should be fully rewarded for accuracy and succinct coverage of any 


relevant points.  There should be contextualisation of the term with reference 
to studies. 


 
  Candidates may refer to some but not necessarily all of the following: 


 A clear attempt to define the term 


 Links to theory (representative and non-representative) probability / non-
probability, random / non-random. 


 Methods used:  random, quota, systematic, stratified, non-representative 
snowball, convenience, self-selecting 


 Issues of reliability and validity 


 Sampling biases 


 Access to population (but not copied, processed) 


 Issues of representation and generalisability 


 Strengths and weaknesses of the sampling methods 


 And any other relevant points 
 
  Responses other than those listed above may be valid and credit worthy if 


sociological evidence and analysis is present. 
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Marks AO1 


5 - 6 


At least two strengths are identified and fully explained with 
reference to relevant examples. 
 
Accurate sociological terminology will be used in such a way as 
to display explicit and detailed knowledge and understanding. 
 
Reference will be made to the item and to other relevant studies. 
 
Knowledge may be illustrated with reference to the item. 
 
The quality of written communication will be good. 


3 - 4 


Two strengths are identified and explained with some knowledge 
and understanding evident. 
 
Some sociological language may be present. 
 
There will be reference to the item or additional sociological 
knowledge. 
 
There may be some errors of punctuation, spelling and grammar. 


1 - 2 


There is basic evidence of sociological knowledge and 
understanding. 
 
Answers will be common sense in approach. 


0 No relevant knowledge or understanding is present. 


 


Marks AO2 


3 - 4 


Appropriate examples and explanations of the two strengths 
identified will be apparent. 
 
Analysis (explanations) will be explicit. 


1 - 2 


Some appropriate examples and explanations of the strengths 
identified will be apparent but this may be unbalanced. 
 
Analysis will be implicit. 
 


0 No analysis present. 
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(b) With reference to the item and and sociological studies, explain some of the 
practical issues that researchers can face when conducting research. [20] 
 


  Answers should be fully rewarded for accuracy and succinct coverage of any 
relevant points.  Note that appropriate development and use of exemplary 
material can be taken as evidence of analysis. 


 
  There should be contextualisation of the term with reference to studies and to 


the item as specified in the question. 
 
  Candidates may refer to some but not necessarily all of the following: 


 Defining the terms of the question briefly, referring to practical issues and 
how some research is difficult to conduct 


 Piloting 


 Access 


 Sampling 


 Financing and funding 


 Time  


 Careers considerations 


 Choice of methods 


 Personal skills of researcher 


 Triangulation / methodological plurality 


 Issues of literacy for some vulnerable groups and questionnaires 


 Available opportunities 


 Operationalisation of concepts 


 Proximity to respondents 


 Reliability, validity, ethics presenting practical problems for the research 
design 


 
All relevant examples and explanations will be credited.  Direct reference to 
relevant studies is necessary for answers to gain to the top mark band. 


 
  Responses other than those listed above may be valid and credit worthy if 


sociological evidence analysis is present. 
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AO1 AO2 


10 - 12 
Candidates will be able to make accurate, 
appropriate and detailed reference to a range of 
writers, research and theory. 
There will be a very good level of knowledge 
and understanding and this will be detailed and 
wide ranging. 
Candidates will be able to refer to evidence 
drawn from more than one area of sociology 
where appropriate. 
Answers will be expressed in appropriate 
sociological language. 
Candidates will be able to make accurate and 
appropriate use of the sociological terminology 
indicated in the specifications, showing 
knowledge and understanding of its meaning. 
The quality of written communication is very 
good, with few, if any, errors of spelling, 
punctuation or grammar. 


7 - 8 
Candidates will relate their knowledge directly 
to the question under consideration and this link 
will be detailed and explicit. 
References to writers, research and/or theory 
will be explained in detail and contextualised. 
Answers will be formally constructed with a 
clear and logical argument. 
Evaluation and/or analysis will be detailed and 
explicit throughout the answers. 
The candidate may challenge the terms of the 
question. 
 


6 - 9 
Candidates will be able to make some accurate, 
appropriate reference to writers, research or 
theory. 
There will be some knowledge and 
understanding and this will be detailed or wide 
ranging. 
Candidates may be able to refer to more than 
one area of sociology where appropriate. 
Answers will make some use of appropriate 
sociological language. 
Candidates may be able to make some use of 
the sociological terminology indicated in the 
specifications, showing some knowledge and 
understanding of its meaning. 
The quality of written communication is, for the 
most part good though there may be some 
errors of spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


5 - 6 
Candidates will relate their knowledge to the 
question under consideration but the link is 
likely to be more implicit than in band 4. 
References to writers, research or theory will 
have some explanation. 
Answers will have some clarity and logical 
argument. 
Evaluation or analysis is likely to be implicit and 
is unlikely to be present throughout the answer. 
  


4 - 5 
Candidates will be able to make limited 
reference to writers, research or theory. 
There will be basic knowledge and 
understanding but this will lack detail and will 
not be wide ranging. 
Candidates will make limited references to 
other areas of sociology. 
There will be limited and at times inaccurate 
use of the sociological terminology indicated in 
the specifications. 
The quality of written communication will be 
limited with frequent errors of punctuation, 
spelling and grammar. 


3 - 4 
Candidates will make limited links between their 
knowledge and the question. 
There will be limited explanation of any writers, 
research or theory referred to. 
Answers will have limited clarity or logical 
argument. 
Any evaluation or analysis will be implicit and 
very limited. 
 
 


1 - 3 
Candidates may rely on anecdotal references 
with few if any references to writers, research or 
theory. 
There will be limited knowledge or 
understanding. 
There will be limited use of sociological 
language. 
The quality of written communication will be 
poor with numerous errors of spelling, 
punctuation and grammar. 


1 - 2 
Candidates will make no links between their 
knowledge and the question. 
There will be no explanation of any writers, 
research or theory. 
There will be no evaluation. 
 


0 
No relevant knowledge or understanding 
displayed. 


0 
No relevant analysis. 
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Either, Education


2. (a) Outline and explain what is meant by anti-school subcultures. [20]


 (b) Discuss the view that social class is the most important factor affecting the educational 
attainment of children. [40]
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Sticky Note

Marked AO1 - 10AO2 -  7Total - 17/20



Sticky Note

Defines the term very clearly



Sticky Note

Named example, though the title is incorrect.



Sticky Note

Not entirely an accurate account of Willis, who suggested w/c boys are resisting schools, but a useful summary.



Sticky Note

A further study and relevant technical language.



Sticky Note

A number of candidates struggled with Mairtin Mac an Ghaill's name. This was closer than many!



Sticky Note

Describes the behaviours of antischool subcultures, but uses sociological language to do it.



Sticky Note

Many candidates suggested that anti-school subcultures are only among the  working class. This study also brings the debate more up to date.



Sticky Note

This is not entirely clear but a number of points are made.







Sticky Note

Links anti-school subculture to ethnicity and offers reasons for their development.



Sticky Note

This offers another reason for the development of anti-school subculture and links it to the loss of working class jobs.











Sticky Note

AO1 - 11AO2 - 7Marks out of 20 - 18



Sticky Note

Clear definition of the term.



Sticky Note

Refers to a sociological concept - the hidden curriculum but applies it to the anti-school subculture so this shows focus.



Sticky Note

Probably a little too much description here; it leaves the candidate less time to discuss other ideas.



Sticky Note

A study is discussed in a relevant fashion



Sticky Note

A cause for the development of a subculture is offered



Sticky Note

A theory is explained and there are key concepts apparent.



Sticky Note

The use of up-to-date supporting evidence is always viewed positively by examiners.







Sticky Note

A second study is now discussed with reference to conceptual language.



Sticky Note

This may be wandering away from the point at this stage. It is wise to stay very focused on the question.



Sticky Note

The focus is now back on anti-school sucultures so what has gone before can be accepted



Sticky Note

Willis is applied to the question directly



Sticky Note

The discussion is critical of the idea that anti-school subculture is masculine so an idea has been raised, discussed and rejected with reference to another study. This is sophisticated analysis







Sticky Note

This is a clear summative conclusion though it is not entirely focused on the question.



Sticky Note

It is clear that the candidate undertands the concept. Two good points are made with relation to ethnicity and class. The process of the development of anti-school subculture is explored and a range of relevant studies are discussed.











Sticky Note

AO1 - 7AO2 - 5Total mark 11/20



Sticky Note

The definition is clear enough but the idea of a culture being a group activity is not explicit.







Sticky Note

The characteristics of an anti-school subculture are explicitly described



Sticky Note

An alternative subculture is mentioned and this gains credit for AO1.



Sticky Note

The reference to theory is useful and its application to the development subcultures is credited.



Sticky Note

This is a bit descriptive and the focus has moved away from the point of the question. Further reference to pro-school subcultures is not necessary as the mark has been gained.



Sticky Note

The process of the development of subcultures is explicit but would have been improved by reference to a study such as Ball, Hargreaves or Lacey



Sticky Note

Again, the characteristics of the subculture are discussed but direct reference to the study by Jackson is necessary to take it to the next mark band.



Sticky Note

A useful point about gender and social change is touched on but not developed fully. 















Sticky Note

AO1 - 3AO2 - 2Total marks allocated 5/20



Sticky Note

The definition also describes the characteristics of anti-school subcultures



Sticky Note

The reference to Willis and the direct quotation show basic evidence that the term anti-school subculture is understood.



Sticky Note

This section is assertive, and anecdotal - understanding is more implicit than explicit. The response is focused more or less on the question so credit has been given.
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Sticky Note

AO1 - 4AO2 - 4Total 8/40



Sticky Note

This introduction doesn't tell us much about Marxism or about religion. It is not even clear what caused the arguments, Marxism or religion. 



Sticky Note

By the 1900s, capitalism was the dominant economic system. It's a factual error to talk of feudalism. The term is not spelled correctly. 



Sticky Note

Technical terms describing Marxist categories of class can be credited but really should be spelled correctly to be credited as basic.



Sticky Note

Capitalism and feudalism are confused here, but a basic Marxism position is clear so some credit can be given.



Sticky Note

This is not a clear point about Marxism or about religion. 







Sticky Note

This could have been expressed more clearly so it is anecdotal rather than basic.



Sticky Note

Again, there is a lack of clarity here but some key terms are used and these have been credited.



Sticky Note

Marx was more concerned about the treatment of social classes than about the treatment of women so discussion of class should have appeared sooner in the essay for AO2 marks



Sticky Note

This is relevant but repeats previous points about exploitation. The use of the quotation shows that the candidate has learned and understood something of Marxist views of religion and it can be credited.



Sticky Note

This is not made relevant to Marxism so it cannot be credited.



Sticky Note

Lacks focus and is not very clearly explained.







Sticky Note

Again, this point is more about gender than about Marxism, so it is anecdotal



Sticky Note

The overall conclusion is not clearly explained and not linked to what has gone before in the essay. There is not much to credit in this section, apart from the implicit reference to conflict theory.











Sticky Note

AO1 - 6AO2 - 5Total 11/40



Sticky Note

The link between Marxism and social control is a good one. It shows basic understanding.



Sticky Note

It's not a good idea to mis-spell key terms or the names of the most important theories because it looks careless.



Sticky Note

This is a basic outline of Marxism using technical language.



Sticky Note

This uses the famous quotation, but then explains it, so it is more than anecdotal. 



Sticky Note

This is a sudden jump from Marxism to Functionalism and perhaps a sentence to explain that or reference to Parsons as being functionalist would have been useful.







Sticky Note

This is clear, but more descriptive than analytical



Sticky Note

This paragraph would have been much clearer and easier to understand if punctuation had been used correctly. Shorter sentences are far easier to follow.



Sticky Note

This is an interesting point and it needed some development to take it beyond basic.



Sticky Note

Again, understanding is implicit rather than explicit because the points are not clearly made



Sticky Note

The focus is now lost and how this relates to Marxism is not clear. It could have been linked far more directly to the question in a word or two.
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Or, Religion


3. (a) Outline and explain what is meant by the term spirituality. [20]


(b) Discuss the Marxist view of religion. [40]
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Religion 
 
Q.3 (a) Outline and explain what is meant by the term spirituality. [20] 
 
  The focus of the answer should be on the difference between spirituality and 


organised religious practice.  Answers should be fully rewarded for accuracy 
and succinct coverage of any relevant points.  Credit should be given to an 
understanding of secularisation and of postmodernism and 'pick and mix' 
choices regarding belief, relevant theory and example. 


 
  Candidates will be credited with: 


 Spiritual as opposed to religious movement 


 Belief in the totality of mind and body 


 Link to post modernism and 'pick and mix' belief 


 Rejection of traditional religion 


 Secularisation 


 Social class 


 Spiritual shopping 


 Supermarket of belief 


 NAMs 


 Individualistic concern with self-knowledge rather than association with 
other believers 


 Cultural changes and impact on religious belief 


 Changes to the status and power of the established Churches 


 Reference to relevant studies or sociological writing 


 Applied use of examples 


 All relevant examples and explanations will be credited 
 
  Responses other than those listed above may be valid and credit worthy if 


sociological evidence analysis is present. 
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AO1 (12) AO2 (8) 


10 - 12 
Candidates will be able to make accurate, 
appropriate and detailed reference to a range of 
writers, research and theory. 
There will be a very good level of knowledge and 
understanding and this will be detailed and wide 
ranging. 
Candidates will be able to refer to more than one 
area of sociology where appropriate. 
Answers will be expressed in appropriate 
sociological language. 
Candidates will be able to make accurate and 
appropriate use of the sociological terminology 
indicated in the specifications, showing 
knowledge and understanding of its meaning. 
The quality of written communication is very 
good, with few, if any, errors of spelling, 
punctuation or grammar. 


7 - 8 
Candidates will relate their knowledge directly to 
the question under consideration and this link 
will be detailed and explicit. 
References to writers, research and/or theory 
will be explained in detail and contextualised. 
Answers will be formally constructed with a clear 
and logical argument. 
Evaluation and/or analysis will be detailed and 
explicit throughout the answers. 
The candidate may challenge the terms of the 
question. 
 


6 - 9 
Candidates will be able to make some accurate, 
appropriate reference to writers, research or 
theory. 
There will be some knowledge and 
understanding and this will be detailed or wide 
ranging. 
Candidates may be able to refer to more than 
one area of sociology where appropriate. 
Answers will make some use of appropriate 
sociological language. 
Candidates may be able to make some use of 
the sociological terminology indicated in the 
specifications, showing some knowledge and 
understanding of its meaning. 
The quality of written communication is, for the 
most part good though there may be some 
errors of spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


5 - 6 
Candidates will relate their knowledge to the 
question under consideration but the link is likely 
to be more implicit than in band 4. 
References to writers, research or theory will 
have some explanation. 
Answers will have some clarity and logical 
argument. 
Evaluation or analysis is likely to be implicit and 
is unlikely to be present throughout the answer. 


4 - 5 
Candidates will be able to make limited 
reference to writers, research or theory. 
There will be basic knowledge and 
understanding but this will lack detail and will not 
be wide ranging. 
Candidates will make limited references to other 
areas of sociology. 
There will be limited and at times inaccurate use 
of the sociological terminology indicated in the 
specifications. 
The quality of written communication will be 
limited with frequent errors of punctuation, 
spelling and grammar. 


3 - 4 
Candidates will make limited links between their 
knowledge and the question. 
There will be limited explanation of any writers, 
research or theory referred to. 
Answers will have limited clarity or logical 
argument. 
Any evaluation or analysis will be implicit and 
very limited. 
 
 


1 - 3 
Candidates may rely on anecdotal references 
with few if any references to writers, research or 
theory. 
There will be limited knowledge or 
understanding. 
There will be limited use of sociological 
language. 
The quality of written communication will be poor 
with numerous errors of spelling, punctuation 
and grammar. 


1 – 2 
Candidates will make no links between their 
knowledge and the question. 
There will be no explanation of any writers, 
research or theory. 
There will be no evaluation. 
 


0 
No relevant knowledge or understanding 
displayed. 


0 
No relevant analysis. 
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(b) Discuss the Marxist view of religion. [40] 
 
 The focus of the answer should be on Marxists who see religion as a source 


of oppression and possibly Weberians who challenge Marxists.  There are 
two possible approaches, one is to explain and assess Marxism.  The other is 
to compare Marxism to other theories such as Weberianism and 
Functionalism.  Answers should be fully rewarded for accuracy and succinct 
coverage of any relevant points. 


 
 Candidates may refer to come but not necessarily all of the following: 


 Understanding of Marxist theory in general 


 Theoretical debates linked to Marxism, Weber and Functionalism 


 The mechanisms through which religion may act a a force of control 


 Social control 


 Alternative views identifying religion as an agent of change 


 Decline of religion and secularisation 


 Reference to recent political, social or public debate 


 Reference to relevant studies or sociological writing 


 Applied use of examples 


 All relevant examples and explanations will be credited 
 
  Responses other than those listed above may be valid and credit worthy if 


sociological evidence analysis is present. 
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AO1 (20) AO2 (20) 


17 - 20 
Candidates will be able to make accurate, 
appropriate and detailed reference to a range of 
writers, research and theory. 
There will be a very good level of knowledge and 
understanding and this will be detailed and wide 
ranging. 
Candidates will be able to refer to more than one 
area of sociology where appropriate. 
Answers will be expressed in appropriate 
sociological language. 
Candidates will be able to make accurate and 
appropriate use of the sociological terminology 
indicated in the specifications, showing knowledge 
and understanding of its meaning. 
The quality of written communication is very good, 
with few, if any, errors of spelling, punctuation or 
grammar. 


17 - 20 
Candidates will relate their knowledge directly to 
the question under consideration and this link will 
be detailed and explicit. 
References to writers, research and/or theory will 
be explained in detail and contextualised. 
Answers will be formally constructed with a clear 
and logical argument. 
Evaluation and/or analysis will be detailed and 
explicit throughout the answers. 
The candidate may challenge the terms of the 
question. 
 


11 - 16 
Candidates will be able to make some accurate, 
appropriate reference to writers, research or 
theory. 
There will be some knowledge and understanding 
and this will be detailed or wide ranging. 
Candidates may be able to refer to more than one 
area of sociology where appropriate. 
Answers will make some use of appropriate 
sociological language. 
Candidates may be able to make some use of the 
sociological terminology indicated in the 
specifications, showing some knowledge and 
understanding of its meaning. 
The quality of written communication is, for the 
most part good though there may be some errors 
of spelling, punctuation and grammar. 


11 - 16 
Candidates will relate their knowledge to the 
question under consideration but the link is likely 
to be more implicit than in band 4. 
References to writers, research or theory will have 
some explanation. 
Answers will have some clarity and logical 
argument. 
Evaluation or analysis is likely to be implicit and is 
unlikely to be present throughout the answer. 
 


6 - 10 
Candidates will be able to make limited reference 
to writers, research or theory. 
There will be basic knowledge and understanding 
but this will lack detail and will not be wide 
ranging. 
Candidates will make limited references to other 
areas of sociology. 
There will be limited and at times inaccurate use 
of the sociological terminology indicated in the 
specifications. 
The quality of written communication will be 
limited with frequent errors of punctuation, spelling 
and grammar. 


6 - 10 
Candidates will make limited links between their 
knowledge and the question. 
There will be limited explanation of any writers, 
research or theory referred to. 
Answers will have limited clarity or logical 
argument. 
Any evaluation or analysis will be implicit and very 
limited. 
 
 


1 - 5 
Candidates may rely on anecdotal references with 
few if any references to writers, research or 
theory. 
There will be limited knowledge or understanding. 
There will be limited use of sociological language. 
The quality of written communication will be poor 
with numerous errors of spelling, punctuation and 
grammar.  


1 - 5 
Candidates will make no links between their 
knowledge and the question. 
There will be no explanation of any writers, 
research or theory. 
There will be no evaluation. 
 


0 
No relevant knowledge or understanding 
displayed. 


0 
No relevant analysis. 
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2


Compulsory


1. Look at the item below and answer the following questions.


 Sociologists often face practical difficulties when conducting research. For example, some 
social groups may not have the opportunity to be included in research and so their voices are 
not heard.


 In 2009, the Joseph Rowntree Foundation studied social problems experienced by some of 
those people who are difficult to access; people such as ex-offenders or the disabled.


 Sampling involved approaching social organisations who support members of these groups. 
This sampling technique created practical problems because not all ex-offenders or disabled 
people belong to support groups. This meant that the research was not entirely representative 
of all hard to access groups.


 Adapted from Living with Social Evils


 (a) Using material from the item and elsewhere, explain the meaning of the term sampling.
 [10]


 (b) With reference to the item and sociological studies, explain some of the practical issues 
that researchers can face when conducting research. [20]
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Sticky Note

This is a good opening paragraph because the terms of the debate are made clear. Class is referred to, but alternative factors affecting the attainment of children are discussed.



Sticky Note

It is advisable to reference the question regularly. It is evidence that the discussion is focused.



Sticky Note

Evidence is discussed and then a conclusion is drawn that refers back to the question. This makes it easy for markers to see that the discussion is focused.



Sticky Note

Evidence is used to support a point.



Sticky Note

Understanding of material deprivation is more implicit than explicit but again, there is reference to a study.



Sticky Note

AO1 20AO2 18Total 38/40







Sticky Note

When talking about class, it shows understanding if both middle and working class factors are discussed.



Sticky Note

This is a clear and relevant conclusion to the discussion. Evaluations should not be left to the end of the essay but appear as the conclusion to each paragraph and linked directly to the question.



Sticky Note

Technical terms are used in such a way as to show understanding



Sticky Note

Douglas (1964) is a little dated. There is much more recent research that can be drawn on, for example, work by Feinstein (2000) would be just as appropriate but much more up to date.



Sticky Note

Sugarman (1970) has been applied to the question well. It is not over-described, but it is clear that the candidate can use and apply the findings of the research to the question. 



Sticky Note



Sticky Note

The discussion now links back to the question, but it would have been even better if the candidate had commented on whether it was 'the most important factor' or not.







Sticky Note

Another theory linking class and attainment is discussed. 



Sticky Note

Some commentary on the relative importance of this factor in influencing the attainment of the working class would have helped. 



Sticky Note

This research is dated. Bernstein died in 2000 and most of his ideas were published in the 1970s. There is little primary research to support this theory. Good candidates often criticise the evidence that they have used. This theory is influential, but language alone probably cannot account for m/c success and w/c under-attainment. 



Sticky Note

There is now discussion of alternative factors affecting attainment. This is evidence that the question is being addressed



Sticky Note

There is reference to a named researcher. This is good evidence.



Sticky Note

A range of ideas linked to gender and attainment are touched on and can be credited.







Sticky Note

Reference to ethnicity as a factor affecting attainment shows evidence that a range of ideas is under discussion.



Sticky Note

This evidence is a bit weak and would have been improved with specific reference to studies. It is a little general.



Sticky Note

This conclusion is valid, however and relates well to the question that is under consideration.



Sticky Note

The conclusion directly links to the question and a direct evaluation is made as to whether class is the most important factor influencing the attainment of children.











Sticky Note

AO1 - 11AO2 - 11Total - 22/40



Sticky Note

This is a clear opening statement in terms of class, but it is not clearly developed because the issue is not horizons but educational attainment. Good writing should also be clearly linked to the question.



Sticky Note

This is a very strong argument to begin a paragraph with and it really requires some evidence to back it up, otherwise it is an assertion. Many sociologists would have problems agreeing that gender was ever more important than class in terms of attainment, apart perhaps, from feminists.







Sticky Note

Mirza is more often associated with commentaries on gender and race



Sticky Note

This final sentence is not clearly expressed and doesn't link back to what has gone before. It cannot be credited at more than basic for evaluation therefore.



Sticky Note

The reference to material capital is useful, but more evidence and discussion was needed to explain why material deprivation causes the w/c to underachieve.



Sticky Note

The jump to ethnicity as a factor affecting the w/c is quite sudden. A linking sentence might have helped here.



Sticky Note

A very interesting point is raised about ethnic under-attainment actually being a social class issue. It is not fully developed however



Sticky Note

There are a lot of ideas here but none are fully developed. Each one could have been the basis of a paragraph.



Sticky Note

Long and complicated sentences are quite difficult to read. It is difficult to work out what point is being made.







Sticky Note

This is very dated and will not gain many marks.



Sticky Note

There are a lot of interesting things to say about fee-paying schools and social class but this paragraph is very vague.



Sticky Note

Cultural and material capital are both being discussed together. It's too many ideas for one paragraph. 



Sticky Note

It is not considered good sociological style to refer to opinion and personal belief in sociology.



Sticky Note

The essay contains a lot of good ideas, but none are developed and there is some irrelevance. There are only implicit references to studies in some paragraphs. The three researchers mentioned are recent, and that has been credited.











Sticky Note

AO1 - 3AO2 - 3Total 6/40



Sticky Note

Words used in the question have been mis-spelled. This is not a good policy; it suggests lack of care.



Sticky Note

Marxism is relevant here but not clearly explained.







Sticky Note

There are a lot of ideas and some relevant language but it is not clear what point is being made. If the paragraph had just focused on Marxism then it would have been clear.



Sticky Note

This is a fair point but it needs evidence or theory to back it up. Louise Archer (2007) discusses social style and attitudes linked to class.



Sticky Note

This is now anecdotal and descriptive. There is a lot of detail but not very much sociological insight.



Sticky Note

Material deprivation is implicit here.







Sticky Note

Supporting evidence from a study would help.



Sticky Note

This is a relevant conclusion, but the level of analysis is basic at best.
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